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Persian Gulf is the most strategic waterway in the world due to its importance
in the global oil transportation and geopolitics. Underwater inspection and
exploration, on the other hand, plays an important role in both military and civil
applications and sonar systems are the most useful tools in this manner. Due to
out of date technology of sonar systems in Iran, it is necessary to replace old
sonar technology with new ones. PC based sonar systems are new generation of
*D visualization sonar systems which can be used in Iranian vessels. Their low
cost price and availability with high performance make them useful to apply in
shallow water environments such as Persian Gulf. In this paper sonar systems
in general and PC based *D sonar systems in specific, are discussed and the
need of applying them in Persian Gulf inspections is expressed.
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. Introduction

The Persian Gulf is a -.. – mile body of water. Persian Gulf is the most
strategic waterways in the world due to its importance in the global oil
transportation. The Persian Gulf corporation council states (Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, and Oman) jointly posses -89 of the
world’s proven oil reserves. Iran is the second largest OPEC oil producer and
has the world second largest Reserves of gas. Much of these resources are
located in Persian Gulf. Moreover, underwater inspection of Persian Gulf
becomes an essential part of both today's economy and military. The utilization
of underwater inspection can also be attributed to the various disciplines of
underwater research: archaeology, biology, geophysics, cultural resource
management, and so on. In almost any underwater operation that takes place on
or under the seafloor, it is necessary to have an understanding of the makeup of
the seabed below the silt and sediment. Underwater inspection tools have been
spurred on by the Navy, and are supported by commercial interests seeking to
exploit the petroleum and mineral resources on the continental shelf. Sonar
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which stands for Sound Navigation and Ranging is the name of an important
technology for underwater exploration. Sonar systems are available in a
number of different configurations such as side-scan, forward look, swath, subbottom, and multi-beam. There are many inland tasks that could benefit
through the use of sonar: inspection, object location (i.e. wrecks), riverbed and
lakebed bathymetric mapping, pre- and post-dredge surveys, monitoring of
harbors and shipping channels, corrosion monitoring, inspection of bridge and
pier supports (including scour), dam inspection, pipeline survey, underwater
construction monitoring, and sub-bottom and seismic survey. Today sonar
provides near-photographic images of underwater areas, even in zero visibility
water [?].
Sonar systems send and receive signals from a single unit known as a
transducer. Sonar transducers are commonly made of a ceramic material called
a piezoelectric crystal which has the property of physically changing shape as
voltage is applied to it. This action sends a mechanical vibration or sound wave
through the water as an oscillating pressure or sound pulse. The sound pulse
strikes a target, bounces back to the transducer, and is converted into an
electrical signal again by the piezoelectric crystal. and amplifying in the
receiver and processed in signal processing unit to construct an image to show
in display unit. Controller synchronizes all the activities in a sonar system. Fig
? shows the fundamental diagram of a sonar system [B]. Sonar provides an
image by measuring the time it takes for the wave to return, and the strength of
the wave. Sonars actually measure the amount of time a signal or sound wave
takes to travel to a target and back. The master unit records both travel times
and signal intensities so that the accuracy of any sonar sonar system depends on
its ability to measure both very precisely. Imaging sonars capable of two
dimensional mapping, work on exactly the same principles as their
predecessors. For increasing amount of information, and therefore detail,
some systems split the signal from the transmitter into multiple beams,
concentrated along a long thin line over the target. These systems are
appropriately called "multi-beam." [*].
The technology and knowledge of sonar system in Iran's both navy and civil,
returns to ?D-.-?DE.. It is limited just to BD sonar systems. Even the basics of
sonar systems are almost unchanged, but new technology differs in many
aspects including speed and accuracy of signal processing, and *D
visualization. In this paper, different types of sonar system are introduced.
These type af sonar systems exists in Iranian marine industry but there are old
and BD. As the cost and export limitation are two main problems of Iranian
sonar industry updating, it is proposed to apply the new generation of *
dimensional sonar systems based on PC computers. For such a purpose, the
main characteristics of PC based sonar systems are introduced. Even range
(usually less than *.. m) is the main limitation of these systems, but as Persian
Gulf is a shallow water environment, and because of reverberation of sea
bottom and sea surface, very long range sonars still may not applicable so
much. The shallow water can be problematic when searching for targets using
long range sonars. A high rate of false alarms will often be caused by
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reflections from shorelines, bottom features, and especially vessel wakes.
Raytheon has developed special processing capabilities for PC based soar
system, through purpose-built software and hardware, that aid the operator in
detecting such false targets by exploiting his own ability to recognize the
patterns typical to such phenomena. Thus for marine industry especially, small
and medium size vessels, it is recommended to use these new systems for
improvement of sonar industry.

$. Types of Sonar Systems
Forward Looking Sonar (also known as ahead-look scan) is commonly hullmounted, and used for obstacle detection or avoidance and imaging and mine
detection. Forward looking sonars are used for many ROV operations,
especially those conducted in low visibility where video has limited
effectiveness. New ultra high resolution systems provide near photographic
image quality. In shallow waters, the beam width of the forward looking sonar
becomes important due to problems associated with background reverberation.
Side scan sonars, send and receive signals more in the horizontal than the
vertical plane. They utilize two or more transmitters aimed left and right, and
unlike other systems, send signals across the bottom to create images and
display targets. By looking across the bottom instead of down, side scans can
display a perspective of a target not available to top viewing systems, and these
in general offer superior imaging capabilities. Side-scan typically covers a wide
path, which means that large areas can be searched efficiently. There is a trade
off between high resolution and coverage of larger areas. Side-scan sonars can
sweep a path wider than a mile when operating at lower frequencies (i.e. BG
kHz), and in a single pass detect targets of several meters. Small targets can be
seen at a distance of several hundred feet. Almost photographic clarity can be
obtained by systems operating in the G.. kHz frequency range Side-scan
sonars are towed through the water, and send sound pulses on a plane
approaching vertical and fan out until they approach horizontal. The returning
echoes are recorded as a single line of the image, beginning immediately below
the towfish and fanning out left and right to a fixed distance, known as the
range. Dark portions of the line represent strong return pulses; lighter portions
are weaker. Thus, structures emerging from the seafloor will return the sound
pulse at a more perpendicular angle; a stronger pulse returns, creating a darker
image. A single line of information provides little information to the viewer.
But when you stack hundreds of lines into a sonar display, a detailed picture of
the bottom topography emerges. A mosaic is produced by overlaying multiple
records from adjacent survey lanes. Mosaics have been utilized successfully in
assessment surveys for marine structures such as pier and dock sites, and for
archaeological surveys. They are commonly used in the petroleum industry for
pipeline surveys and mapping of drill sites. Three dimensional imaging is also
possible, because in addition to the two dimensional data represented on a flat
monitor or hard copy record, the altitude (fish height) of the towfish is
continuously recorded. This allows the computer to generate a three
dimensional display that gives the viewer the feeling that he is "flying" along
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the same path taken by the towed or hull mounted transducer. This method of
display is useful in identifying small, difficult-to-locate targets [8]. Side scans
sonars especially, require a very stable platform from which to operate in order
to acquire detailed data accurately. Also, the close proximity to the bottom
accomplished with a towed "fish" allows for the use of much higher
frequencies which deliver better resolution, but have shorter or shallower
ranges.
Sub-bottom profile sonars transmit and receive powerful low frequency
signals which penetrate the "top soil" and generate data on the bottom's
subsurface. Sub-bottom profiling is divided into two categories: pinger
profilers, for high resolution profiles; and boomer systems. Pinger profilers use
piezo-electric transducers, and rely on "chirp" technology, which uses a swept
signal which changes in frequency from ? kHz to E kHz rather than a single
frequency "ping". Boomer systems provide lower resolution, and better
penetration. They usually operate in the .JG to BJG kHz range. Traditionally it
was difficult to operate a boomer system from a small vessel due to the size of
power supply required. Common sub-bottom profiling applications include
geotechnical and hazard surveys, environmental site investigations, sediment
classification, location of objects or structures below the seabed, mining,
dredging, and bridge scour surveys. Sub-Bottom Profiler can generate crosssectional images of the seabed, and produce high resolution images of the subbottom. Data is processed to build maps of the horizontal and vertical
distribution of sediment properties. The system can interpret acoustic
impedance, acoustic attenuation, grain size, bulk density, and sound speed. Side
scan and sub-bottom profile sonars operate almost exclusively from towed
bodies to reduce the distance to targets and thereby the amount of power
needed to transmit and receive [8].
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&. PC Based Sonar Systems

In the past few years, there has been a remarkable proliferation in the
number, type and technical complexity of sonar systems available to industry
and the general public. This is the beginning of a sonar technology revolution
that is largely due to advances in microelectronics. Current data acquisition,
transfer and storage systems offer a combination of speed, accuracy and
performance that enable projects to be completed in less time, with less
manpower, and within safer operating environments. At first glance the most
marked improvement brought about by the sonar revolution is cost reduction.
At the moment, anyone with about $B.L... can have their very own side scan
sonar system. This is because of development of the personal computer and its
incorporation into side scan sonar systems. Incorporating the PC into the sonar
system not only as a data collection device, but as the sole user interface,
control system, and image processing hardware has a variety of advantages. In
terms of cost, the PC can replace analog paper recording devices and store
information directly to the hard drive. Correlation of exact global positioning
system (GPS) data to all of the image data is also possible by interfacing a GPS
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device to the computer via the serial port and tagging the position fixes to the
video lines of the sonar record. Collecting and storing sonar data with the PC
has a host of other advantages as well. No longer is there a need for paper printouts, images can be "dragged and dropped" into reports and printed later if hard
copy is required. Efficient data management can also be achieved as sonar data
can be simply copied from the hard drive to any number of commercially
available peripheral devices like CD ROMs. Internet also provides a convenient
way to transfer data from site to site, by simply e-mailing files to a remote
location for consultation with government officials or to other researchers.
Digital sonar data can then be entered into a geographic information system
(GIS). GIS provides a powerful PC based tool for cultural and environmental
resource management, allowing for the correlation of diverse data sets, and
predictive modeling of yet unexplored or partially explored areas of the sea
floor. These new systems mate with sensitive, low noise electronics, a
hydrodynamic towfish design, and efficient transducers to produce high quality
data at the outset with less power, which is efficient. Modern polymers have
made for a very rugged and light weight towfish, reducing the number of
people necessary to conduct side scan sonar operations, and also reducing the
size of the vessel needed. Many software packages for post processing data are
also presently available. Now it is possible to go out and collect high resolution
side scan sonar data with a PC-based system that will integrate magnetics and
sub bottom profiling, and produce a geo-referenced mosaic of the sea floor as
you survey. A geophysicist would be able to see the sub structure of the
sediment as it related to surface detail and magnetic in three dimensions [G].
The first manufacturer to develop a commercial sonar data acquisition and
processing system on a PC, is Triton. In ?DD* a Windows *J?-based system
was developed and in ?DDG Triton was the first to deliver a *B-bit system
running under Windows DG and NT. A good example is WinFrog which is the
San Diego company's real-time integrated navigation and data management
sonar system with Windows-based software package, installed on over *..
vessels worldwide since its commercial release in ?DD8. Now, Marine Sonic
Technology and OmniTech EchoScope displays images on a high end PC
providing real-time display of three-dimensional images with a software
selectable frequencies. Fig B shows an example PC based side scan sonar
system of Marine Sonic Technology.
The recorded data is then used to produce visual displays and maps that
provide extensive depth, positioning and obstacle information. The increasing
accuracy provided by underwater data acquisition systems is reducing
underwater project times as well as the manpower used to complete those
projects, both of which translate into reduced project costs. Available
processing options include a band pass filter; a swell filter; "automatic gain
control" for improved visualization; spectral analysis for signal analysis and
troubleshooting; signature deconvolution for improving the quality of seismic
images; and predictive deconvolution for attenuation of seabed multiple
echoes.
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As another example, Elics Delph sonar system uses an IBM-compatible PC
equipped with a dedicated acquisition and processing board to receive either
analog or digital input from a side-scan sonar. The raw digital data can be
saved, processed and displayed, along with the positioning of the towfish in
real time. Optional software packages that can be added to the system include
an automatic seafloor classification tool that provides an analysis of the
acoustic texture of the seafloor resolution; automatic target measurement for a
real-time accurate analysis of a pointed target including height, length and
profile (all of which can be stored and displayed); and automatic detection of
free span under a pipeline, critical information which can be stored in a
database [-].

&) . &Dimentional Visualization
A new dimension is being added to data acquisition with the introduction of
EchoScope ?-.., a *D real-time acoustic imaging camera for underwater use
developed by OmniTech of Norway. EchoScope ?-.. system includes a
topside processing unit with an ROV or diver-carried underwater unit. Target
markets include the ROV, military and fishing industries. The EchoScope is a
viewing device based upon pulsed ultrasound. In operation an acoustic pulse is
transmitted by the camera, echoed back from objects in the observation
volume, and picked up by an acoustic receiver that consists of a 8. x 8. array
of hydrophones, designed and built by OmniTech. The array is activated a
number of times in succession to sample a series of planes, each plane echoed
from a finite distance from the camera. The image is then constructed from all
the planes received, giving the camera its *D ability. The EchoScope carries
three transmitters for three software-selectable frequencies. A ?G. kHz option
can be used for obstacle avoidance, offering a viewing angle of D. x D.
degrees, and for viewing in extremely turbid environments. A *.. kHz or -..
kHz option can be used for higher resolution imaging. Data is transmitted to a
surface unit consisting of a Windows NT-based PC with accelerator boards.
The EchoScope also contains other sensors, including a pressure sensor which
can be used for depth measurements. EchoScope can generate and present a *D
image in a *D environment. The *D aspect tells the exact orientation of
objects, as well as the exact location of those objects with respect to each other
- information no video or BD acoustic system can supply. During viewing, an
image can be frozen and objects or pixels selected by simply pointing and
clicking the mouse. The absolute and relative positions of any two pixels can
be measured. Virtual objects can be added to the viewed image and presented
together with acoustic data, enabling the user to produce a realistic model or
virtual environment. Drawing the ROV in the image, for example, helps the
operator understand where he is as well as the size of detected objects. Where
turbid water is a problem, the EchoScope will still give a picture of the
surrounding environment, avoiding long and costly delays. Real-time operation
and long range (?.. meters) capabilities are expected to make the EchoScope
useful in a number of applications including navigation and obstacle
avoidance, harbor security, bottom surveys, monitoring and control of lifting
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operations, and gas leak detection [-]. Fig * is an example of Marine Sonic
Technology visualization for PC based sonar systems [E].

,. Conclusion
Persian Gulf is an important region in the world's economy and military. It is
also the main strategic gateway of Iran. For both military and civil applications,
it is necessary to get useful knowledge from Persian Gulf, using underwater
inspection tools. Sonar systems are important underwater visualization
instruments. There are different types of sonar systems including forward
looking, side scan, and sub-bottom profiler. On the other hand, the existing
sonar technology of Iran is very old and need to be renewed. In this paper a
new generation of sonar systems based on PC small computers was introduced.
It may be useful to apply this new generation of *D PC based sonar systems for
Iranian small and medium size vessels. The only limitation of these systems is
the range, usually less than *..m. This limitation is less important because
Persian Gulf is shallow water and long range sonar systems are less useful.
Different transducers in different frequencies can be attached to the same sonar
system. Selecting Multi frequency is also possible to trade of between range
and resolution. These types of sonar systems are also enough small to
accommodate them in any small size ship and submarine. *Dimensional
visualization will help the sonar operator to have a full view of the target. From
both availability and cost, these new systems can be useful. Availability means
that they are not classified as military long range systems and so it is possible
to buy them from developed countries. They can also be used for marine
researches in universities and marine industries.
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Fig ?. Block diagram of a sonar system
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Fig $ – Two PC based side scan sonar systems
of Marine Sonic Technology
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Fig & – A sample of software of Marine Sonic Technology
PC based sonar Systems
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